
All images Â© Rainlook, shared with permissionSoaring more than 22,000 feet above the landscape, the frigid Meili mountain range sits at the edge of Yunnan&#8217;s Deqin County in the Diqing Tibetan Autonomous
Prefecture and borders the phenomenal Three Parallel Rivers, a UNESCO world heritage site where the Jinsha, Mekong, and Salween each run alongside each other but never converge. The imposing landmark, while
steeped in cultural and historical significance, is majestic and sublime in its own right, features Shenzhen-based photographer Rainlook captures in a new series. Taken around 6 a.m., the images are shot when the first
break of sunlight shines on the snow-streaked terrain, casting the mountain peaks in an ethereal glow while leaving the rest in nighttime shadows. We&#8217;ve gathered some of Rainlook&#8217;s photos here, but you
can see the entire series on Behance.&nbsp;Idali (Angel of Entanglement) by Katja Novitskova, KÃ©vin Bray, and Alexandra Martens on display at the Voice NFT Exhibition during Miami Art Week, 2021Estonian
installation artist Katja Novitskovaâ€™s art career started with a collaborationâ€”a curatorial projectâ€”so itâ€™s fitting that she continues to excel in opportunities that involve working with other artists.Her latest project, a
six-piece NFT series of Angels, represents an ecological concept that permeates throughout and defines our world. For this ambitious project, Novitskova collaborated with artists KÃ©vin Bray and Alexandra Martens
Serrano to portray the visual identity of non-human entities: animals, bacteria, molecular structures, and more.The artists used machine learning to generate renderings of contemporary ecological concepts in the form of
abstract synthetic beings, made of light and digital genomes. Each piece is inspired by the variety and cryptic descriptions of angels from the ancient world (such as Kalkydra, also called the Carriers of the Sunâ€™s Heat;
Laylah, the Angel of Night and Conception; and Azariel, also known as Waters of the Earth).â€œThe idea is that we are making an abstract matter that is somewhat alive and is animated via subtle breathing or movement
or other processes,â€• she says. The six artworks can also be seen as six days of creation, with abstract matter gaining its voice and assembling into something living: 3D models of organic shapes like proteins, primitive
creatures, living cells, eggs, and molecules.Novitskova was selected for the Voice NFT Residency by Myriam Ben Salah, a Tunisian-French curator who currently serves as the director and chief curator of the
Renaissance Society in Chicago. In pursuit of the residencyâ€™s theme, Raise Our Voice, Novitskova asked herself a series of questions: â€œWhose voice is being ignored? Whose voice can I present thatâ€™s an
unexpected character?â€•Novitskova has always been obsessed with biotechnologies, a passion that turns beautiful in the collection, which she describes as â€œNFTs that represent the vision of another being.â€•View
the works only on the carbon-neutral NFT platform Voice.&nbsp;Osifarih (Angel of Contamination) by Katja Novitskova, KÃ©vin Bray, and Alexandra MartensIllustrations of the elegant atlas moth and paper kite and
orange-barred sulphur butterflies fly through a new trio of analog animations by J.C. Fontanive. The Cleveland-born artist created a sleek flipbook machine while he was a student at the Royal College of Art back in 2004
and has since craftedÂ myriad designs featuring birds and insects that fly around the small, metallic frame. His most recent works bring the 2D Lepidoptera to life as they burst into a flurry of quick movements, and the
individual paper cards emit a subtle whirring, similar to that of fluttering wings. Flipping pages make these handmade sculptures live in real sound and space. Creatures flit and flicker by to awaken the poetry of movement
and inspire through nature and invention, Fontanive says in a statement.You can see the trio in action on Vimeo and shop available sculptures on the Flipbook Machine site. Follow the artist&#8217;s projects on
Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿All images Â© Kate Malone, courtesy of Adrian Sassoon, shared with permissionKent-based ceramicist Kate Malone mimics the plaited texture of a basket with her series of woven vessels. The
wide-mouthed vases and small, covered boxes are wrapped in rolled strips of clay that the artist threads through small gashes in the surface of the pot. Long, vertical bars structure the braided effect, which wraps
horizontally around each form. Initially inspired by passementerie, baskets, and all things woven, for this series, I intended to imitate a woven surface on my ceramics. My practice is to create a core shape, then decorate
the surface, she says.Malone tells Colossal that she gravitates toward crystalline glazes in greens, blues, and a warm honey tone, although she&#8217;s started to incorporate bright base materials in her most recent
pieces. These glazes tend to run down the surface and combine, which prevents the creation of neat horizontal lines, so the pre-colored clays are an attempt to keep surface color in place, she says.In addition to the
twisted pieces shown here, Malone&#8217;s body of work comprises ceramic pieces in a variety of textures and shapes, which you can see at Adrian Sasson where she is represented. Head to Instagram for a look at her
studio and a deeper dive into her practice.&nbsp;All images Â© Lucia Heffernan, shared with permissionCalm, flexible, and undeniably adorable, Lucia Heffernanâ€™s brood of chicks would likely be the star students of
any yoga class. The fluffy creatures curl into backends, contort into triangles, and stretch their feathered little bodies into warriors and dancers in perfect alignment. Heffernan is showing the lunging and twisting characters
through December 15 at CODA Gallery in Palm Desert, California, and even though all originals are sold, you can still shop prints on Etsy and see the entire troupe on Instagram.Â You also might enjoy Bruno
Pontiroli&#8217;s backache-inducing wildlife.&nbsp;Images Â© NacaÌ•sa &amp; Partners Inc., courtesy of HermeÌ€s Japon and Zim &amp; ZouEquipped with joysticks and panels of gauges and knobs, an intricately
constructed spaceship built by Zim &amp; Zou (previously) navigates through a starry expanse of whimsical planets and alien creatures. The pink-and-blue craft, which was designed as a window display for HermeÌ€s, is
the latest project from the French artists, whose elaborate scenes and characters are constructed from precisely cut paper sculptures. This fantastical work, titled â€œJourney of a Lifetime, peers over the adventurous
protagonist, who traverses an unknown world amidst a chaotic scene of levers, monitors, and tea that&#8217;s flung into the air of the weightless environment. You can see details from the installation and more of Zim
&amp; Zou&#8217;s work on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;With their most recent project Affiches Artifices, French designers Marion Pinaffo and RaphaÃ«l Pluvinage might have sparked a new poster trend with a little
extra flare. The duo created a dozen geometric motifs that, at first glance, appear as simple glittering arches and circular patterns. Once ignited by a match, though, the forms light up in a spectacular blend of
incandescent bursts and multi-color flames.To produce the controlled burns, Pinaffo and Pluvinage coated fire-resistant paper with distinct markings that when lit on one end, create a clear path for the flame to follow, and
although the posters are left charred, the original design remains. As &#8216;pyrotechnic ink&#8217; doesn&#8217;t exist as such, we spend a lot of time in our workshop looking for the right way of mixing and printing
such chemicals. After hundreds of failed attempts, we finally found the right way, the duo told Creative Boom. The visuals and sound effects are physically programmed on paper directly, depending on the length and path
of gunpowder.Watch the short video below to see the incendiary creations in action, and explore more from Pinaffo and Pulvinage on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿All images Â© Russ Mills, shared with permissionArtist Russ Mills
(previously) describes his chaotic, illustrated portraits as being ruled by the absurd. Bright bursts of color, paint splatters, and doodles scrawl across the canvas and surround single figures with a mishmash of markings. I
try to convey the ridiculousness of the world we all share in a way that only I really relate to, he tells Colossal.Currently based near Brighton, Mills balances analog and digital techniques in his practice. He begins each
piece with a sketch and scanned source materials that become the crayon-like textures and thick brushstrokes in his final works. Once he places the central figure, he layers an array of markings that both conceal and
help define the subject, and the resulting portraits feature curled edges, scraps of paper haphazardly taped together, and bold streaks and splotches.Shop prints of the pieces shown here, and explore a larger collection of
Mills&#8217;s works on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;Al images courtesy of ICA Miami, by Zachary Balber, shared with permissionAn exhibition now on view at ICA Miami samples the recurring themes and motifs that
are central to artist Hugh Haydenâ€™s body of work: twisting flames spout from a wooden Adirondack chair and spindly twigs envelop a massive skeleton carved from bald Cyprus trees, two works that evoke the Dallas
native&#8217;s barbed furniture and embedded branch designs. In a suspended installation comprised of metallic instruments and pots, faces mimicking traditional African masks emerge from copper cookware similar to
the cast iron skillets he presented last year.The metaphorical new pieces comprise Boogey Men, Hayden&#8217;s solo show that responds to myriad social dynamics, cultural issues, and an increasingly tense political
environment through imposing, anthropomorphic forms and more subtle works. At the center of the exhibition space is a hammered stainless steel car disguised by a sheet painted in white. Both cartoonish and sinister in
its reference to hooded Klansmen, the titular sculpture is an effective indictment of police brutality. Hayden gives attention to the origins of facets of American culture in the pieces that surround that central work, alluding to
jazz and culinary traditions.Boogey Men is on view in Miami through April 17, 2022, before it travels to the Blaffer Art Museum for a stay from June 11 to August 21. You can find more of Hayden&#8217;s work and view
the process behind many of the pieces shown here on his Instagram.&nbsp;Before we (eagerly) say goodbye to 2021, we&#8217;re taking a look back at the year, starting with the books we covered on Colossal.
Throughout the past 12 months, we published dozens of articles centered on new artist monographs and tomes surveying broader topics that range from art and design to science and history. We&#8217;ve gathered our
top 10 below, although you can browse nearly every title we mentioned on the site on Bookshop.&nbsp;Natureâ€™s Palette: A Color Reference System from the Natural WorldNatureâ€™s Palette: A Color Reference
System from the Natural World pairs 110 color swatches from the 19th-century catalog Wernerâ€™s Nomenclature of Colours with more than 800 illustrations of the animals, plants, and minerals detailed in the
descriptions. The comprehensive visual compendium ranges from large renderings of red coral to full-page charts spanning fine-grained marble to smoky quartz.Available from Bookshop&nbsp;Hilma AF Klint: The
Complete Catalogue RaisonnÃ©: Volumes I-VIIThroughout her lifetime, the Swedish artist Hilma af Klint created more than 1,600 pieces, an impressive output collected in Hilma AF Klint: The Complete Catalogue
RaisonnÃ©: Volumes I-VII. The seven-volume series is organized both chronologically and by theme and shares a breadth of her colorful, spiritually-minded body of work.Volumes Iâ€”IV are available on Bookshop and
the remaining three are available for pre-order&nbsp;African Artists:Â From 1882 to NowOne of the most expansive volumes of its kind, African Artists:Â From 1882 to Now compiles a broad sampling of works from more
than 300 modern and contemporary artists born or living on the continent. Within its 350-plus pages, the massive text spans a range of mediums and aesthetics, from Mary Sibandeâ€™s sprawling postcolonial
installations and Wangechi Mutuâ€™s fantastical watercolor collages to the cotton-embroidered photographs by Joana Choumali.Available from Phaidon&nbsp;Bird: Exploring the Winged WorldBird: Exploring the Winged
World is an extensive celebration of feathered creatures across thousands of years of art, science, and popular culture. The stunning, 352-page volume compiles works from hundreds of artists,
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